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Millions of unorganized American workers would do well to brood 
over the significance of something that happened in Washington on 
Jan. 17. On that day President Truman became a life member of the 
American Federation of Musicians. Four hours later Congress voted 
the President a pay raise from $75,000 to $150,000 a year.
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For labor to love the Taft-Hartley act would be like crawling into 
bed with a buzz-saw. The first item, no doubt, that labor should love 
was the ruling that scabs and strikebreakers can vote in an NLRB 
election but strikers may not. But the real payoff marriage came just 
last month when, for the first time in history, the NLRB ruled union 
workers rnay be disciplined for violating a no-strike agreement, even 
though the strike is provoked and forced by an employer’s unfair 
labor practice. There used to be things called yellow-dog contracts 
but even a yellow dog would bite Taft’s arm off up to the shoulder if 
he ever offered the pooch a hambone like that.

mon needs, that it will touch the hearts of men, destroying by its . 
verity the misunderstandings that keep men apart.

There is a lesson in this for every labor leader—and for every 
one of us, as v.ll. R strain the tone of your voice, so that the tone 
of your heart may come through.

Lop-Sided Housing Commissions
Wage earners are not adequately represented on city 

housing authority commissions, a recent survey of the Na
tional Association of Housing Officials reveals.

The percentage of wage earners and labor officials par 
ticipating on housing commissions remained static at 15 per
cent. No increase was made in the percentage of public and 
civic officials participating on such commissions.

On the other hand, more bankers, industrialists and 
businessmen are being named to housing agencies while 
fewer professional men are serving on them. Nineteen per
cent of the housing commissioners holding office in 1948 
were lawyers, doctors, architects, ministers or similar pro
fessional men. In 1916, when the last survey was made, this 
group accounted for 22 percent of the housing commission
ers. In the same 2-year period, the number of businessmen, 
bankers and industrialists on housing authority commiss
ions rose 45 fiercent to 49 iieicent.

The banking component—including real estate and 
savings and loan officials, insurance brokers, and bankers— 
of the business-banking-industry classification accounts for 
19.4 percent of the total number of commissioners as com
pared with 17.5 percent in 1946. The largest professional 
group is made up of lawyers—166 commissioners or 6.8 per
cent of the total

The report shows plainly that non-wage earning groups 
are gaining increased representation on housing agencies. 
This is an unhealthy situation. The labor movement and 
workers in general, as those interested in good, low-cost 
housing, are entitled to a larger voice in public housing. 
Central and local labor bodies could well make the matter 
one of their chief activities, insisting on adequate represen
tation in every community where it has not been obtained.

Tulsa, Okla,, landlords, headed by the Rev. Wallace J. Murphy, 
announced that they were planning to send eviction notices to 1CC0 
families in protest against two rent control bills that haven’t even 
reached the floor of Congress. The Rev. Wallace Murphy, ar/ ordained 
minister, of course, must have read the story of The Last Judgment 
in his Bible. The immemorable words read: “For I was a-hungered 
and ye gave me no meat; I was thirsty, and ye gave me no drink; 
I was a stranger and ye took me not in.* 

Instability And Confidence
The fact that purchases both of consumer and capital 

goods can be postponed and hence cause a fall in demand 
can have cumulative and serious effects on the level of em
ployment.

With a fall of his sales, the manufacturer must either 
cut his price or curtail his output. But a drop in price will 
often cause a further reduction in demand in anticipation of 
even lower prices. If he reduces his output, he must also 
stop his purchases of materials and parts from other firms, 
and reduce his employment. Employment and money in
comes are further lessened and bring a further reduction in 
demand and a further curtailment of production, employ
ment, and incomes. Thus, an initial unwillingness to spend 
rapidly generates an inability to spend for lack of income.

It clearly follows that any program aimed at stability 
of employment at high levels must take account of the atti
tudes of consumers and businessmen towards the future. 
Their feeling of optimism sustains market demand and 
makes it grow; their feeling of pessimism results, as we 
have seen, in a progressive decline of market demand and, 
therefore, of production and employment.

Hence, the individual’s confidence in the continuity of 
his income and of job opportunities, and the businessman’s 
confidence in the prospects of a reasonable profit, are essen
tial for the maintenance of economic stability. They should 
be given much consideration in the formulation of a positive 
policy aiming at the goal of high productive employment.

Coal Mine Safety Gains
Fewer American miners lost their lives in 1948 in pro

portion to the tons of coal produced than in any previous 
year since records were Begun in 1910, Secretary of the In
terior J. A. Krug disclosed in announcing preliminary statis
tics compiled by the Bureau of Mines. The fatality rate per 
million tons was 1.46 for bituminous-coal and 2:54 for an
thracite mines—both record lows—and the combined death 
rate was 1.56 per million tons.

The nonfatal injury rate in coal mines was likewise at 
a record low in 1948, the Secretary said. Nonfatal injuries 
in coal mines totaled 54,100, or at the rate of 83.10 per mill
ion tons. The previous low was in 1947, when 58,200 were 
injured and the rate was 84.62 per million tons.

The report is good news but a lot remains to be done in 
increasing coal mine safety, as Director James Boyd of the 
bureau pointed out.

“The gratifying reduction in the coal-mine fatality 
rate is cause for satisfaction, but not for complacency,” Boyd 
said. “Operators, state inspectors, supervisory employees 
and miners share in the credit, for without the cooperation 
of all of them this record could not be attained. However, 
when you consider that a thousand men died and more than 
50,000 suffered injuries as a result of coal-mine accidents 
last year, it is obvious that all of us concerned with foster
ing mine safety face a serious challenge. Moreover, in view 
of the number of coal mines in which the bureau’s inspec
tors have found serious disaster hazards, we must remem
ber that to a greater extent than we care to admit, last 
year’s record was attributable in part to sheer good fortune.”

The Human Welfare State
Americans supposedly look for the solution of modern, 

economic and social ills to the human welfare state—a states; 
which, to quote CIO President Philip Murray, “encourages 
the free enterprise system which has helped make this na
tion great.” f

It is, again in the words of Mr. Murray, the task of the' 
welfare state to protect its citizens from fear, want and hu
man degradation. That is a laudable goal. But whether this 
paternalistic system, with the best intentions of course, does 
not deprive its citizens of the very spirit that made America 
great is a question that only the future can answer.

At a time when the nation’s industrial and financial 
capacity is stretched to the utmost, we ought to ask our
selves to what extent are the American people the masters 
of their economic destiny? Government is today an all- 
powerful factor in everybody’s life. It can no longer be re
garded as a silent partner or at best an umpire to be called ii) . 
whenever the occasion demands. Government as an econ- . 
omic force and instrument of pressure is here to stay. No 
mere lip service and worship before the fading gods of 
truly free enterprise can ignore that fact.

Shall we then permit government to shape our lives and " 
make robots of us by the expedient of digging into the pub
lic purse? Of course not. We do not believe with the CIO 
leader that such a state can be “neither right nor left, but 
liberal, progressive, open-minded and daring.” In our opin
ion, this state tends to become man’s greatest enemy, a : , 
tyrannical master driving him into ventures from which 
only misery and new slavery can result.

What is the answer? We must bend all our strength 
to keep intact the mainsprings,of American life. Among 
them is initiative, willingness to sacrifice and take risks, • 
readiness to assume responsibility. As long as these are with 4 
us, Americans need not fear statism which strikes at man’s | 
true impulses and turns him into a being content to live by j 
the grace of the welfare state. j

Countless millions of words were written about Truman’s inaugu
ration but the only ones that will stick in our mind for a long time to 
come were uttered by a Hollywood actress who found herself at a ban
quet table surrounded by Congressmen and high government officials. 
“Gee,” she said, “I feel as insignificant as the hyphen in Taft-Hartley!” 

♦ ♦ ♦
Just as labor leaders feared, Taft-Hartley repeal has become 

involved in lengthy wrangling. 'Several Republicans have declared 
that they don’t care much what sort of bill is reported out of com
mittee because they’re going to rewrite the whole thing <?n the floor 
of the Senate anyway. That at least is consistent. They didn’t care 
much what sort of bill was reported out last time—after they were 
assured it had been written by the NAM and US Chamber of Com
merce.

♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
Sen. Taft announced that he himself had at least 60 amendments 

he would offer to the new labor bill, and another Republican (who can 
think up amendments faster than you can say “open shop”) said he 
has 42 all ready. Taft would like to stall off Taft-Hartley repeal for 
another year and a half, but even if he succeeded he won’t be around 
to enjoy it. Taft has just about 18 months left in the Senate—and 
that’s all, brother. Taft has a huge advantage over Sen. Joe Ball who 
is still searching for a newspaper to carry the column he wants to 
write. Taft’s family owns the Cincinnati Times-Star so Robert 
Alphonso won’t have .to worry about unemployment. Matter of fact 
it’s a crying shame Taft hasn’t already offered Ball a job on his news
paper. It would be an interesting thing to read: Taft and Ball writ
ing editorials every other day on “Who-the-hell-ever-thought-up-that- 
idea-in-the-first-place-of-giving-labor-the-right-to-vote.”

Taft and other Republicans still “profess” to believe that the 
Taft-Hartley act is the greatest thing that’s happened to labor sin^e 
they stopped building the pyramids. He’s told newspapermen that 
union leaders would love every dot and colon in it if it were called 
the “Lewis-Murray-Green act.” All we can tell Taft is that a nose by 
any other name would smell that stinker a mile off.

The California District Court of Appeals has decreed that a union 
can compel an employer who works his trade to join the union as long 
as he is granted full union membership rights. This is one time we be
lieve in turn-about for employers. Big business got written into the 
Taft-Hartley act a clause declaring that employers did not have to 
bargain with foremen’s unions because foremen are part of manage
ment. Obviously it’s now a matter of simple justice to expect a court 
order requiring industry to really give foremen all the rights and pre
rogatives of management. But long before they’d do that, manage
ment would hit on the idea of not calling them foremen but “vice- 
prqsidents in charge of non-poliey matters.”

♦ ♦ ♦ •

LABOR, weekly newspaper of the Railroad Brotherhoods, reports 
that the (‘arth is gradually slowing down. The paper refrained from 
remarking that this sounds like just one more device for cutting down 
time-and-a-half for overtime.

♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
This cleavage In Jewish thinking and the attitude of many toward 

the State of Israel is demonstrated in the current issue of the Bund 
Bulletin, published by the Bund, an international organization of Jew
ish labor, socialist and fraternal groups throughout the western world. 
In a survey of the accomplishments of 1948, the Bund makes clear that 
it has nothing but condemnation for the growing nationalistic trend 
among Jewry.

“This remarkable (went (proclamation of the State of Israel on 
May 15, 1948) unleashed a torrent of nationalist and chauvinist senti
ments in the Jewish capimunities the world over. The majority of the 
Jews became intoxicated with their newly-won statehood. The excite
ment was so overwhelming that the Zionist-minded Jews closed their 
eyes to the fact that only a small fraction of all the world’s Jewry 
dwell in the State of Israel.

“An all-embracing campaign was begun to elicit all possible ma
terial and spiritual aid . . . For a moment it seemed that the Jewish 
communities all over the world were willing to reduce themselves to 
mere colonies for the 700,000 Jews in the new state and that the re
maining 10 million Jews . . . were satisfied to sacrifice their own 
needs in their respective countries for the sake of the Israel citizens. 
. . . A few voices calling for restraint were raised. Here and there 
defense committees of prominent non-Zionist elements were created, 
but so far tiiey are a drop in the sea of nationalist hysteria.”

TOO LOUD TO HEAR I
By RUTH TAYLOR I

Don’t you get annoyed with people who think that if they turn a 
radio up to the greatest volume, they will get clarity? 1 always want 
to call out “Turn it down! It’s too loud to hear.”

Haven’t you known people who do just the same thing? The 
weaker their argument, the less they have to say, the louder they 
talk. They tune up rather than tune in. Instead of trying to get on 
the beam, they use pressure methods.

Yes, I know—I keep harping on this subject of speech—its con
tent, its format, and so forth. BUT—can you tell me of any group 
to whom speech—or the clear presentation of facts—is more import
ant than to the labor movement as a whole? You have to convince 
your fellow workers, your employers and the public of the justice of 
your case. You need good clear speech to put across your organization 
—so, by your leave, I shall keep right on harping on the subjest.

In this connection, I am going to quote a labor man—Eric Peter
son of the International Association of Machinists. It was at a meet
ing of the Speech Association of America in a program on “Speech 
in Conciliation” that he made what I—and the audience—thought 
a classic statement. Let me quote:

“The need for better lines of communication between labor and 
management, and between the conciliator and disputing parties, is a 
distinct challenge. For basically, the failure of these two groups to 
iron out their disputes without ill-will or violence is part and parcel 
of the broader problem of discord which plagues the world today in 
its quest for peace.

“Perhaps the starting point for the teachers is to pay a little 
less attention to Demosthenes, the ancient Greek, who became a great 
orator by practicing shouting until he could be heard above the roar 
ing of the waves and a little more to developing men whose voices 
may not be loud, but whose skillful persuasion can be heard above 
the misunderstanding in men’s hearts.’’

Mr. Peterson’s last clause sums up the groat communication pro
blem not only of today but of all time. What is wanted is not loud talk 
—but talk that will be so bolstered by common understanding of com-

'CAVIL-CADE
By LES FINNEGAN

Sharp as the language is, it comes as a welcome reminder that a 
great many people of the Jewish faith are aware of the dangers at
tendant on the creation of the State of Israel. While discussing the 
status of Jewry in the countries of the Middle East and other Islamic 
nations, the paper pointedly observes that the Zionist leaders have 
not taken into consideration “the repercussions of their actions upon 
the million Jews in these countries.” “The idea of independent state
hood had always made Zionism blind to the lot of the living Jews . . . 
Zionism always maintained that it was necessary that all Jews, 
wherever they were, settle in Palestine.”

Of coutse, that’s an old employers’ trick. AFL and CIO organizers 
meet it all the time, especially in the southern textile industry. As 
soon as it looks as though the workers are going to join a union the 
boss kicks thru a raise. Truman saw his wage hike coming, of course, 
but it didn’t keep him out of the union. Now he’ll be covered by the 
union welfare fund as well as by social security. Taft and Dewey 
aren’t members of the Musicians Union, but maybe they ought to be; 
they’ve been singing the blues constantly since Nov. 2.

If Truman becomes a delegate to the Musicians* convention he’ll 
get $30 a day. If he should ever become president of the union he’ll 
get $46,000 a year. That’s a good-sized cut in take-home pay, of 
course, but there would be one consolation. A public opinion poll in 
1945 found that only 37% of the people knew Petrillo was head of the 
Musicians Union. Truman ought to be a lot better known than that. 
But you never can tell. A lot of people still think Jloover is something 
you clean up the floor with. (Which is exactly what FDR did with 
Hoover in 1932).

Monopoly
The Federal Trade Commission has once again appeal

ed to Congress to strengthen the anti-trust laws.
As we have pointed out before, the anti-trust laws are 

now cirtually meaningless because of one gaping loophole. 
Although the law forbids rival industries to get together 
Illegally to work out pricing and other agreements to avoid 
competition, there is nothing to prevent a large concern 
from buying outright its chief competitors, and thus estab
lishing a virtual monopoly outside of effective government 
pontrol.
* This is exactly what has happened in recent years. The 
F.T.C. says that more than 2,450 inde|>endent manufactur
ing And mining companies have been absorbed since 1940 
as a n ult of the rising number of corporate mergers.

What interest do trade unionists have in this matter? 
Simply this: Competition is in the long run the only effec
tive means of keeping prices under control. Unbridled mo- 
n<4>oiy invariably leads to price gouging—and that hurts 
all of us.
7

u ,t ^The Labor Ledger
—In New York (believe this ot not!) the United Seafood Work

ers Local 359 signed a contract providing for five-and-one-half months 
of paid sick leave a year and the union will decide who is entitled to it!

—In Chicago a warehouse union had a verbal contract with an 
employer to put the warehouse cat on the company payroll at $1 a 
week. Suddenly the mouser produced three kittens and the union went 1 
to the company for a cost-of-living increase. Now the cat and her 
three apprentices have a guaranteed weekly income of $1.50.

—At Sandy Point, Md., several members of the Maryland state 
legislature refused to cross an AFL picket line to attend dedication 
ceremonies of a $37,500,000 Chesapeake Bay Bridge.

—At Dublin, Ireland, the steamer Irish Poplar was held up for 
four days until the seamen won their demand for more mirrors thru- 
out the ship.

—At Tokyo, Japan, American newspaper correspondents were 
astounded at the breaking of an old tradition. The incredulous news
men learned that up to Dec. 17 it had been the tradition, even under 
MacArthur, to pay strikers their full wages for the full duration of 
the strike.

—In Washington, D. C., six-day bike riders went on strike and 
became three-day bike riders.

—In Montreal striking employes of a ski manufacturing firm won 
their strike without knowing they’d won it. The striking union’s ski
racing team went to a winter resort to compete in a meet and because 
their own skis got misplaced in a baggage car they had to use skis 
made by other manufacturers. A vice-president of the struck firm 
was at the resort and telegraphed back frantically that spectators 
were gossiping that if the firnrs own team wouldn’t use their skis it 
meant they were probably unsafe. Upshot was that the boss called the 
union in and settled in a hurry, including a 12% pay raise. The un
witting union ski team came back to town and to their bewilderment 

. were .welcomed like heroeA.
—In Buenos Aires unionists have developed a new technique call

ed a “rules strike.” Working strictly according to the rules they do 
only the regulation minimum anjount of work. For example, tele
graph, cable and radio communication was slowed down to*the regula- 

' tion minimum of 27 words a minute instead of the normal 40 or 50. 
Railway unions snarled rush-hour traffic because no train is supposed 
to move without certain inspections, checkups and consultations of 
the crews—and it was amazing the number of rules the unionists 
found.

—Two Illinois auto unions found that getting baby-sitters for 
election day worked so well they decided to try it out on union-meet
ing nights. Result: a 60%boost in attendance.

—In New York City, the American Federation of Radio Artists / 
ruled that if a staff radio announcer coughs on cue he must be paid an * 
extra $6 to $12.

—In Paris 15 beautiful models of a world-famous dress designer 
went op strike when the firm refused them a pay raise. The next day 
the models appeared on a picket line wearing the most dilapidated and 
ill-fitting dresses they could dream up. In addition they carried 
placards reading: “These Are Creations By Lavoin—Created By The 
Wages He Pays Us.” The girls got their raise.

The Commies Are Worried
iti There was some eye-raising when President Truman 
recently declared that even the Russian commies are not at 
all sure of themselves, and that the collapse of commie pro

phecies of democratic failure in the United States, had also 
shaken their confidence. Yet, there is ample proof that the 
President was not guessing. Many of the best informed 
^writers on European affairs admit that he is right about it. 

‘The commies are really worried.
It has long been the keystone prediction of the commies 

that the United States and other democratic, non-socialistic 
-nations would soon plunge into depression, out of which 
would come national disaster, poverty and revolution. But 
that hasn’t happened. Our system has proved far tougher, 
far more elastic than the Russians believed. We have plan
ned for maintaining employment, we are moving to care for 
those who cannot work, we are developing, as the need 
arises, social legislation to meet our requirements, without 
sacrificing either our freedom or our economic system. A 
relatively high degree of free enterprise still exists, and is 
bein'? encouraged. The very elements of free enterprise are 
proving to be bulwarks of strengtn.

All this is very confusing to the commies. They waved 
their hands and ordered us to fall down, but we didn’t do it. 
They smirked and said we would collapse. And, we became 
stronger. Unless we have a terrible depression very soon— 
and we are not going to have any such thing-—the people of 
Europe are going to pay more attention to the good things 
we have, to the improvements in living conditions we have 
made, and to the freedom that we enjoy, than to the dire, 
but phoney, prophecies of the Russian reds. Right there the 
commies will run smack into trouble. That is why they are 
worried.
/ This is all to the good. It is the proof of our way of life.

Of course we have abuses and evils, which we shall 
change by the free processes of democracy. We shall, how
ever, keep free enterprise, private ownership of property, 
private initiative, private courage and confidence—capital
ism. Furthermore we shall prove, and history will record 
it, that our changing system of business, giving place to am
bition and initiative and liberty of action, can do far more 
for the people wfro live under its free skies than any system 
of dictatorship ever devised by man.

So far as Labor is concerned, we know that we are far 
better off than the slave workers of Russia and of nations 
over which Russian-minded minorities, backed by Russian 
bayonets, have taken control. The doctrines of Karl Marx 
are being subjected to the cold logic of facts, and are being 
proved false.

1 By ALEXANDER S. LIPSELL (An ILNS Feature) J [

Wonder what ever happened to Gov. Earl Warren? a midwestem 
labor paper asks. Well, the chief official of California and Republican 
vice presidential candidate seems very active and apparently deter
mined to bring new social and economic progress to his state.

That impression strongly emerges from the Governor’s opening 
address before the 1949 session of the California State Legislature, in 
which he called, for the third time, for adoption of a state system of 
compulsory, prepaid medical care. Twice before, in 1945 and 1947, he 
advocated, but failed to achieve, enactment of a similar legislative 
program. Both times the proposal encountered the opposition of or
ganized medicine and its henchmen in the legislature; again it is ex
pected to run into strong resistance.

♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
California, Gov. Warren said, faces the problem of a proper ad

justment to its wartime and postwar growth. The alternative, he 
warned, would be “distress and disaster.” He reminded the legislators 
that he was speaking to them a century after the Forty-Niners had 
overrun the territory in quest of gold, bringing with them numerous 
problems. These problems were now overshadowed, 100 years later, 
by those attendant on the amazing new growth in population. The 
state, he added, showed an increase of 46 percent in the last 8 years, 
in'contrast to a 9 percent growth for the nation.

In presenting his program “to prepare California for a second 
century of progress” Gov. Warren made recommendations on a number 
of subjects which promise to be highly controversial. “It is easy to be 
misled into the error of assuming that growth itself is prosperity, 
particularly in inflationary timers” he asserted. “Yet in every phase 
of life, growth can be either good or bad, orderly or disorderly. Grow
th, if it is to be good growth, must receive constant Mention.”.
t

Whatever the views of pro or anti-Zionists, the birth of the State 
of Israel was an event of great historical magnitude. As the fulfil
ment of a 2,000-year-old dream it was magnificent. Coming as it did 
after the loss of uncounted lives in the greatest holocaust in Jewish 
history, it raised the imagination of the survivors to new heights. 
( But like all nationalistic ventures—and who denies that the new 
state is a nationalistic venture?—it was bound to create dissension 
and awaken conflicts that so far have played a relatively minor role in 
the everyday life of the men and women of Jewish faith, at home and 
abroad.

* Rip Van Winkle Rule
The launching of the fight against filibusters in the 

Senate must be regarded as a historic occasion. Unlimited 
i>|h ceil in any legislative hall belongs to the leisurely eigh
teenth and nineteenth centuries—to the age of Rip Van 
Winkle, as Senator Morse said. It is utterly out of place in 
the modern legislative hall where momentous issues crowd 

ji;>on hard-pressed legislators in ever increasing numbers. 
Hi our opinion the Senate can persist in its talkfest tradition 
oyily at grave danger to its own security in the American 
system of government.

The proposal to permit the Senate to close debate on 
any motion or measure by majority vote is, of course, re
lated to the civil rights program. But that is incidental. So 
long as the present ineffective cloture rule stands, the Sen
ate will be at the mercy of a minority on any issue.

The test of whether a bill shall pass becomes, as Senator 
Morse said in testifying before the Rules Committee, the 
“phy.Mcal endurance” of the opjMisition. That is not demo
cratic government. It is only one step removed from “sett
ling things by combat.” ’

We doubt that there is any practice of Congress now 
1h use that brings so much popular criticism down u|x>n the 
hea^F of our legislators as the filibuster. It can no more be 
justified than any other type of minority dictatorship, and 
we Jiouid think it would not take the Senate of the United 
Status long to see that point.
/
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